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Abstract  
 This work investigates the characterization of grinding wheel sharpness using 
Scale Sensitive Fractal Analysis and the parameters of the diamond roll plunge dressing 
process that influence how sharpness is generated.  Replicas are taken of the grinding 
wheel surface and measured. Regression analysis is used to find correlations between 
relative areas/relative volumes of the grinding wheel and grinding wheel sharpness over a 
range of scales.  Dressing parameters are also plotted against wheel sharpness to see if a 
correlation exists between them. 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Objectives 
  
 The goal of this work is to develop functional correlations between grinding 
wheel surface texture, grinding performance, and diamond roll plunge dressing 
parameters, for the purpose of further characterization of grinding wheel sharpness. 
 
1.2 Rationale  
Grinding wheel sharpness is one of the most important characteristics of a 
grinding wheel.  Diamond roll plunge dressing is a widely used method of dressing 
grinding wheels in industry [Malkin and Murray, 1978]. Thus it is important for 
manufacturers who use diamond roll plunge dressing as a dressing method to develop 
dressing cycles that produce sharp grinding wheels.  Sharp grinding wheels can give a 
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number of the following properties to a grinding operation, however not all can be 
achieved simultaneously [Chen, 2002]: 
 
1. High Material Removal Rate 
2. Low grinding forces and low energy consumption 
3. small residual stock and high size accuracy 
4. low grinding temperature 
5. good surface integrity 
 
If some or all of these properties can be included in a grinding cycle the impact 
can be significant.  High material removal rates can lead to shorter cycle times. Low 
grinding forces and low energy consumption will reduce machine wear.  Low grinding 
temperatures, good surface integrity, and high size accuracy will reduce the number of 
bad parts that come out of the grinding cycle.  All of these properties contribute to saved 
money and time for manufacturers.  Chapter 10 in Grinding Technology: theory and 
application of machining with abrasives, by Stephen Malkin explains how to optimize 
grinding cycles and how the above parameters lead to optimal cycle times and cost 
savings. 
One of the problems for obtaining sharp grinding wheels is that grinding wheel 
sharpness is a rather ambiguous property in that there are many ways to define it [Chen, 
2002].  Some of the commonly used parameters are grinding forces, grinding ratio, 
specific energy, and material removal parameter [Chen, 2002].  These parameters 
however, do not encompass all of the properties listed above, and furthermore, they do 
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not describe anything about the surface of the grinding wheel in which all of the above 
descriptions of sharpness are a function of.  The results of this work will more fully 
define grinding wheel sharpness in terms of the grinding wheel surface, the above 
mentioned sharpness parameters, and the dressing mechanisms that create sharp grinding 
wheels.  This will help manufacturers to understand what makes a sharp grinding wheel 
and optimize their dressing cycles in a way that will create sharp grinding wheels. 
 
1.3 State-of-the-art 
 Malkin and Murray (1978) investigated the mechanics of rotary diamond dressing 
in terms of interference angle, specific energy, speed ratio, and dressing lead.  Malkin and 
Murray (1978) also investigated the effects of rotary dressing on grinding wheel 
performance.  They found that wheels dressed with a higher dwell time produced higher 
normal grinding forces during grinding. 
 Hahn and King (1998) define grinding wheel sharpness in terms of the Work 
Removal Parameter (WRP) and the grinding wheel speed during grinding.  Hahn and 
Lindsay (1967) present a method of measuring real area of contact using reflected light of 
worn wear flats.  They also show that sharper wheels have a smaller area of reflected 
light than duller wheels.  Chen (2002) found that grinding wheel sharpness is an 
ambiguous and complex parameter but sharp grinding wheels do lead to lower grinding 
forces and higher material removal rates.  Chen also found that wheel sharpness is 
affected by dressing, wheel characteristics, and grinding kinematics, and that stabilizing 
sharpness is important for consistent grinding performance. 
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 Brown and Terry (1997) used fractal properties to correlate grinding wheel 
topography with ground surface texture.  Brown, Hahn, St. Gelais, Powers, Geiger, and 
Bergstrom (2006) used Area-Scale and Volume-filling analysis to correlate grinding 
wheel topography with diamond roll plunge dressing feed rate.  They found that Area-
Scale analysis showed larger facet inclinations on the grinding wheel at high feed rates 
for scales smaller than the grain size.  They also found that Volume-filling analyses show 
larger volumes in the texture of the grinding wheel dressed at the lower feed-rates at 
scales similar to and larger than the grains. 
1.4 Approach 
 In this work diamond roll plunge dressing of grinding wheels is conducted with 
different feed rates and dwell revolutions.  The grinding wheel surface is measured using 
an optical method for measuring wear flats and by taking replicas of the grinding wheel 
surface after each dress.  Replicas are measured with a scanning laser microscope and the 
fractal properties of relative areas and fraction of volume filled are calculated in a surface 
metrology and fractal analysis software package.  Relative areas, fraction of volume filled 
and percentage of apparent wear flats are regressed with grinding wheel sharpness and 
dressing dwell revolutions to see if correlations exist.  Scale based F-Tests are also used 
to differentiate textures created with different dressing parameters. 
2. Methods 
 The following sections describe the methods used in obtaining and analyzing the 
data used in this work.  The results of the data analysis are further explained in the results 
section of this report.  The following flow chart shows the sequence of actions that 
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occurred for each test that was conducted.  A detailed description of each sequence is 
explained in the following methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Diamond Roll Plunge 
Dressing 
 
Diamond roll plunge dressing 
of the grinding wheel at a given 
feed and dwell time and 
analysis of force, displacement 
and time data 
3. Grinding Wheel Measurement and Analysis 
 
Replicas are taken at 4 locations on the grinding 
wheel for texture analysis.  Replicas are measured 
with a Scanning Laser Microscope and analyzed 
using texture analysis software 
4. Plunge Grinding and Analysis of sharpness   
 
Grinding is conducted at a given feed rate.  Force, 
time, and displacement data are captured in order to 
calculate grinding wheel sharpness 
2. Wear Flat Measurement and 
Analysis 
 
Pictures of the grinding wheel are 
taken at 8 locations on the grinding 
wheel.  Images are analyzed with 
MATLAB to extract apparent wear 
flats 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Flow chart of sequence of actions for grinding an dressing experiment 
 
 
2.1 Diamond Roll Plunge Dressing  
Grinding and dressing are done on a Hahn Force Adaptive Grinder (Hahn 
Engineering Inc, Auburn, MA).  The grinding wheel(3SG80-MVS, 7x1/2x1-1/4, Saint-
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Gobain, Worcester, MA) is rated at 3600 rpm and is mounted on a spindle powered by a 
5 horsepower, 3600 rpm AC Motor (Pope, Haverhill, MA) controlled by an open-loop 
motor controller. A 20mm wide reverse plated diamond roll dresser mounted to a 
permanent magnet DC servomotor (Powertron, Charlotte, NC) was used for dressing.  
The servo motors are controlled by a Delta Tau PMAC controller which is controlled by 
PC-based computer w/ customized software developed by Hahn Engineering Inc.  
Normal grinding and dressing forces are measured on the grinding spindle by two 
opposing Kaman Hall-effect displacement sensors (Kaman Measuring Systems, Colorado 
Springs, CO) and slide position is measured using a linear encoder mounted on the 
crosshead servomotor.  Forces and displacements during grinding and dressing are 
acquired using a Spider8 16-bit data acquisition system (Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik 
GmbH) with a 3.2 kHz sampling rate. The Spider8 is designed so that data can be 
recorded in real time. 
Dressing was done in “climb” mode with a dresser speed of 600 rpm and a wheel 
speed of 3600 rpm. Coolant was also used during the dressing process. Ten dresses were 
made altogether with a depth of dress set at 150µm. Five dresses were made at a feed rate 
of 25um/s and five were made at 134µm/s.  This was to see if feed rate had a separate 
influence on sharpness then the no. of dwell revolutions.  It is important to note that for 
each test the wheel was dressed twice.  This was done to completely remove any debris 
that built up on the wheel as a result of taking grinding wheel replicas and grinding with 
the wheel. 
The five dresses done at 25µm/s used the same five number of dwell revolutions 
as was used in the five 134µm/s dresses. Each individual dress was made with a different 
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No. of dwell revolutions that corresponded to different dwell times.  The No. of dwell 
revolutions used were 0, 30, 60, 120, and 300 corresponding to respective dwell times (in 
seconds) of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5. This is summarized in Table 1. These times are thought to 
create a wheel surface that will generate a range of normal grinding forces when ground 
with as was shown by Malkin and Murray, 1978.  Since normal grinding forces directly 
relate to wheel sharpness [King and Hahn, 1998], this range of dwell times will 
presumably create grinding wheel surfaces with different sharpness values. Forces,  
 displacement of the crosshead slide, and time were recorded during the dressing process 
with the Spider8 at a rate of 3200 Hz.   
 
No. Dwell Revolutions 0 30 60 120 300 
Equivalent Dwell Time 0 sec 0.5 sec 1 sec 2 sec 5 sec 
Table 1:  No. of dwell revolutions and corresponding dwell times for 25µm/s and 134µm/s feed rates. 
 
Using the force, displacement, and time data captured by the Spider8, the number 
of wheel revolutions in which the wheel was actually in contact with the dresser was 
determined.  This is important for the following reason.  Once the end of the dwell time is 
reached, the dresser retracts from the wheel at a certain feed rate.  While the dresser is 
retracting, it is still in contact with the wheel for a period of time due to deflections in the 
system.  This time must be accounted for in order to get the actual time that the wheel 
was in contact with the dresser.  If this time is not accounted for, then the feed rate at 
which the dresser retracts from the wheel could influence the results of the experiment. 
In order to calculate the amount of time that the dresser and the wheel were in 
contact, the following calculations were conducted: 
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1. The start and end of the dwell cycle were found by finding the first and 
last point that the crosshead slide was at its maximum position.   
2. The system deflection was calculated at the end point of the dwell cycle 
just before the crosshead slide began to retract from the wheel.  This was 
done by taking the normal force and dividing it by the previously 
calculated system stiffness of 800 N/mm (Geiger, 2005).   
3. The retracting feed rate was calculated by taking the difference between 
the position of the last point in the dwell cycle and the last measured point 
of the dress cycle and dividing it by the difference of the times measured 
at the last point of the dwell cycle and the last measured point of the dress 
cycle.   
4. The system deflection was divided by the retracting feed rate in order to 
find the amount of time after the dwell cycle that the wheel was in contact 
with the dresser.  This time added to the dwell cycle time was the total 
time that the dresser and the wheel were in contact.  
These calculations were made for all 10 dress cycles.  The total dwell time and 
real number of dwell revolutions is shown in Table 2. 
File T im e in Contact w / W heel(sec) No. Revs in Contact w / W heel
Dress_25um s_0dwell 0.4241 25.446
Dress_25um s_30dwell 0.7504 45.024
Dress_25um s_60dwell 1.3408 80.448
Dress_25um s_120dwell 2.4034 144.204
Dress_25um s_300dwell 5.364 321.84
Dress_134um s_0dwell 0.4068 24.408
Dress_134um s_30dwell 0.846 50.76
Dress_134um s_60dwell 1.374 82.44
Dress_134um s_120dwell 2.3744 142.464
Dress_134um s_300dwell 5.3681 322.086
Table 2: Time of real dwell revolutions with corresponding real dwell revolutions for each test 
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2.2 Wear Flat Measurement and Analysis 
Between diamond roll plunge dresses, the apparent wear flats on the grinding 
wheel were measured as they could be used as an indication of grinding wheel sharpness.  
Since it is known that wear flats on grinding wheels reflect light [Hahn, 1967], and that 
dull wheels have more wear flats than sharp wheels [Hahn, 1967], it is surmised that 
when light is shined on the grinding wheel, dull wheels will have a greater ratio of 
reflected area to total area than will sharp wheels.  In order to get this ratio, the following 
optical method was used. 
Pictures of the wheel were taken at eight equally spaced locations on the wheel in 
order to get a representation of the entire wheel.  These locations were marked on the 
wheel so that they could be indexed consistently between pictures.  Pictures were taken 
using a PixeLINK Mega pixel Fire Wire camera with a 13X zoom lens.  The camera was 
fixtured to the crosshead slide in such a way that it could be removed during grinding and 
dressing and easily relocated in the same position when needed again.  The camera was 
located so that the centerline of the camera was collinear with the centerline of the 
grinding wheel.  The grinding machine’s vertical slide was used to position the grinding 
wheel in the approximate center of the camera view.  The crosshead slide along with the 
camera’s built in zoom was used to position the camera in order to get a clear picture of 
the grinding wheel.  The width of the grinding wheel was used as a reference for how 
close to zoom into the wheel so that the entire width of the wheel was captured in the 
image.   
With the camera and wheel in position to take a clear picture, the zoom on the 
camera was locked into place and the slide positions were recorded for repeatability.   
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               Using the method described above, pictures were taken at eight locations spaced 
at 45o on the grinding wheel.  The locations were marked on the top of the wheel so that 
the images represented approximately the same area every time.  This same process is 
repeated after each grind in order to compare apparent wear flats measured after dressing 
to apparent wear flats measured after grinding. 
 From the pictures of the grinding wheel, the area of the apparent wear flats had to 
be extracted.  The apparent wear flats appear as bright spots on the wheel as shown by the 
arrows in Figure 2.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  Picture of grinding wheel with apparent wear flats 
 
Before apparent wear flats could be extracted from the grinding wheel images, 
they had to be characterized in terms of their intensity.  The determination of what spots 
on the image represent apparent wear flats is largely up to the interpretation of the 
observer; however, as long as an apparent wear flat is characterized consistently 
throughout all images, it is thought that the area represented by apparent wear flats can be 
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compared between images consistently.  The characterization of apparent wear flats was 
obtained as follows. 
 One image from each test was loaded into MATLAB for a total of 20 different 
images.  These images represented dressing and grinding at all feed rates and dwell times 
as well as all eight locations of the grinding wheel.  Using images from all tests was 
thought to negate the influence of small variations in lighting or camera angle that may 
influence how apparent wear flats were characterized in the analysis.  One apparent wear 
flat from each image was extracted and analyzed as follows. 
  MATLAB treats images as a matrix of pixels, thus each index in the matrix 
represents one pixel in the image.  Each pixel has a value between 0 and 255 representing 
the intensity of that pixel with 0 being completely black and 255 being completely white.   
 When the grinding wheel images are loaded into MATLAB originally, they are 
loaded as colored images.  Each pixel in a colored image has a red, blue, and green 
intensity value.  This makes characterizing apparent wear flats in the colored image 
difficult because the intensity values of each color would have to be evaluated separately 
for each pixel in an apparent wear flat.  The result of this would most likely be an 
apparent wear flat characterization that is either too constrained or not constrained 
enough simply because of the large range of combinations of red, blue and green 
intensities.  This problem was solved by converting the colored picture to a gray scale 
picture.  MATLAB represents images in gray scale with one 2D matrix of values between 
0 and 255.  Since we are concerned with only intensity and not color this makes defining 
wear flats much easier because each location in the matrix now has one value instead of 
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three.  Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that upon inspection, the apparent wear flats look the 
same in both the colored and gray images. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Colored Image (left) vs. Gray Image showing the same apparent wear flat in both pictures 
Apparent wear flats were extracted from the grayscale image using MATLAB’s 
image tool.  The image tool made it possible to zoom into apparent wear flats to find the 
pixel coordinates of the apparent wear flat’s boundary.  This is shown in Figure 4.  
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Magnified wear flat using MATLAB imtool with approximate boundary 
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The pixel coordinates of a square that encompassed the apparent wear flat were 
put into an algorithm that extracted all of the pixels within that square and saved them as 
a separate matrix.  The resulting matrix represented the image of one apparent wear flat.   
The process of extracting the apparent wear flat into a separate matrix was done 
for one apparent wear flat on each of the 20 images.  The mean pixel intensity for each 
apparent wear flat was calculated.  All 20 of the mean pixel intensities were averaged to 
produce the average intensity of an apparent wear flat or the “threshold value.” This 
threshold value was found to be 227.5 or 228 when rounded.  This calculation is shown in 
Appendix A. 
The background of all of the images had to be cropped out so that intensities 
greater than or equal to the threshold value that were present in the background would not 
be interpreted as apparent wear flats.  The amount that was cropped off was determined 
using MATLAB’s boundary tracing function.  This function traced a section of the 
wheels boundary near areas where the background was of high intensity.  This was done 
for each image, and the maximum distance between the grinding wheel and the edge of 
the picture was recorded (in units of pixels).  Finally, the maximum distance of all images 
was found and multiplied by a 1.5 factor of safety in order to get a value that would crop 
off enough of the picture as to not introduce the influence of the background on the 
analysis.  This value was found to be 78 pixels and so a column 78 pixels in width was 
cropped off of the left and right side of each image.  The resulting image was the image 
used to for the wear flat analysis.  It is important to note that the boundary tracing 
function did not work on some pictures.  It is thought that this is because sometimes 
estranged pixels that are not part of the boundary get put into the tracing algorithm and 
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cause it to crash.  These errors mean that there are some images for which the maximum 
distance from the edge of the image to the grinding wheel is unknown.  The 1.5 factor of 
safety is used to account for these unknown values. 
The 20 cropped images were put through an algorithm that converted all pixels 
with intensities below the threshold value to black.  The ratio of non-black pixels to black 
pixels yielded the percent of that image that was apparent wear flats. The ratio of 
apparent wear flats to total area at each location were added together for one data set to 
get the total ratio of apparent wear flat area to total area for that data set.  Data sets were 
compared with each other and regressed with sharpness to see if functional correlations 
existed between the two.  Regression of these data sets with sharpness will be described 
in further detail in the results section. 
2.3 Grinding Wheel Measurement and Analysis 
Replicas of the grinding wheel were taken in order to analyze the surface texture of 
the grinding wheel.  Replicas were taken after each dress at four locations on the grinding 
wheel spaced 900 apart from each other. The material used for taking the replicas was a 
polyvinylsiloxane dental ISO 4823 type 1, high consistency replica material.  An 
apparatus that uses a pneumatic cylinder was used to apply the replica material onto the 
wheel at a constant pressure of about 10 psi.  Once applied, the replica material was left 
to cure for 5 min. 
Replicas were measured using WPI’s scanning laser microscope (Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA).  Three measurements were made on each replica 
with measurement areas of 5mm x 5mm and a sampling interval of 10µm.  The 
measurements were made with a Keyence model LC-2210 triangulation sensor. 
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 The height maps created from the replica measurements were loaded into Sfrax 
surface metrology and fractal analysis software (Surfract, www.surfract.com).  Within 
Sfrax, a number of different analyses were performed on the height maps in order to 
characterize the surface texture of the grinding wheel. 
 Surface textures were distorted within Sfrax by means of leveling and inverting 
the surface as well as slope filtering with an 800 slope filter.  Leveling was performed in 
order to filter out any inclines or declines in the surface that may not be part of the actual 
surface texture.  Inverting the surface was done because replicas are actually a negative 
impression of the surface that they are taken from.  In order to analyze the actual texture 
of the grinding wheel, the replica height maps had to be inverted first.  The 800 slope 
filter was used because the sensor can not measure slopes between adjacent points that 
are greater than 800.  If there are any adjacent points that have a slope of 800 or greater 
within the measurement, they are classified as measurement artifacts and not real 
measured points and so they are treated as if they do not exist.  After all surface 
distortions were conducted on all of the measured surface, Area-Scale analysis, Volume-
filling analysis, and scale based F-Tests were performed on the surfaces. 
 Area-Scale analysis was performed on each surface using the Four Corners Full 
Overlap method.  Area-Scale analysis calculated the relative areas at different scales of 
each of the measured grinding wheel textures.  The measured textures were grouped 
together in Sfrax by the dressing parameters of the dress that created those textures.  As 
was stated previously, for each dress, four replicas were taken and three measurements 
were made on each replica.  This results in 12 measured textures for each of the ten 
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dresses.  The Area-Scale results of all 12 textures for a particular dress were averaged 
together in Sfrax resulting in one set of Area-Scale data that for each dress test.   
 Volume-filling analysis was also performed on each measured texture using the 
Volume Absolute analysis method.  Volume-filling analysis calculated the fraction of 
volume filled for each of the surfaces at different scales.  The 12 results of the Volume-
filling analysis for one test were also averaged together to produce one set of Volume-
filling data for each dress test. 
 The averaged results of the Area-Scale and Volume-filling analysis were 
regressed with grinding wheel sharpness as well as with the number of dwell revolutions 
for the two different dressing feed rates.  The results of the regressions are explained 
further in the results section. 
 Scale Based F-tests were performed on the measured textures to see if surfaces 
dressed at different dwell times and different feed rates could be differentiated.  Textures 
were first grouped together by feed rate and two F-tests were performed to see if the 
textures could be differentiated by feed rate.  One F-test was done to see if the surfaces 
dressed at different feed rates could be differentiated by their relative areas and another 
F-test was done to see if they could be differentiated by the fraction of volume filled.  
The results of these tests are explained in the results section. 
 Scale Based F-tests were also performed by grouping the textures by dwell time 
within a given feed rate and seeing if textures created at the same feed rate but different 
dwell times could be differentiated.  All dwell times within one feed rate were 
differentiated with each other both by relative areas and fraction of volume filled.  The 
results of these tests are also explained in the results section. 
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2.4 Plunge Grinding and Analysis of Sharpness 
 
 Grind tests were made with each dressed wheel in order to analyze grinding 
performance of the wheel.  Grinding was performed on a 7.62mm x 12.8mm piece of 
hardened A-6 tool steel with a HRC of 60-65.  The grinding feed rate was set to 1500 
µm/min (25 µm/s) and the depth of cut was set to 250 µm.  Coolant was also used during 
grinding.  Grinding forces, crosshead slide position, and time were recorded using the 
Spider8 as in dressing. 
 The analysis of the grinding data involved the calculation of the grinding wheel 
sharpness.  In order to calculate sharpness, the normal grinding force, volumetric stock 
removal rate, and wheel speed had to be calculated from the grinding data.  The 
calculations of these quantities were conducted as follows. 
 For the purposes of this work, sharpness is defined as the Work Removal 
Parameter (WRP) divided by the wheel speed and is given in units of mm2/N [King and 
Hahn, 1998].  The WRP is defined as the Volumetric Stock Removal Rate divided by the 
Normal Force [King and Hahn, 1998]. 
 Normal forces were found by first filtering the measured force with a 3200 point 
moving average filter.  Filters of 500, 1000, and 2000 points were also used to see if 
moving average size had any influence on the resulting force data. It was found that the 
moving average size did not have a significant influence on the resulting normal force 
data (this can be seen in Appendix A)  So the 3200 point moving average was used 
because it yielded the force data with the least amount of noise in it.  In order to extract 
the normal force data from the filtered force signal, the average normal force of a range 
of normal force values were taken.  This range started and ended at 85% of the maximum 
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measured force. Figure 5 graphically shows the range of forces taken for each set of 
grinding data. 
 
 
Figure 5: showing 85% force range used to calculate the normal force for sharpness 
 
 A percentage of the max force was used because the force signal is noisy and the 
actual maximum force is difficult to deduce from the data. Different percentages of the 
max force were tried, specifically 65%, 70%, 75% 80% and 85%.  It was found that the 
different percentages did not have a significant influence on the resulting averaged 
normal force and so 85% was used as it is closest to the max, but really it is arbitrary 
which percentage to use.  Appendix A shows the calculations made at the different 
percentages. 
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 Volumetric Stock Removal Rate was the same for all grind tests.  Volumetric 
Stock Removal Rate is the volume of material removed per unit time.  This can be 
explained as the cross-sectional area of the piece being ground multiplied by the feed 
rate.  Since each work piece has the same cross-sectional area and is ground with the 
same feed rate, the volumetric stock removal rate is the same for all pieces. Since the 
cross-sectional area of the work piece was 96.77mm2 (7.62mm x 12.8mm) and the feed 
rate was 25 µm/s, the volumetric stock removal rate came to be 2.42mm3/s. 
 Wheel speed has to be given in mm/s for the sharpness equation.  The wheel 
speed was found by taking the average circumference of the wheel throughout all of the 
tests and multiplying it by the wheel speed given in revolutions/min which was 3600 rpm 
or 60 revs/sec.  The average circumference was found in the following manner. 
1. The diameter of the wheel after all tests were made was measured. 
2. For each test, the wheel was dressed twice, so for each tests about 300 µm was 
dressed off of the wheel radialy which means the diameter changed by 600 µm 
every test. 
3. Starting at the measured wheel diameter of 165mm, 600 µm was added and the 
number was recorded.  This was repeated 10 times, one for each test.  This gave 
the approximate wheel diameter for each of the 10 tests. 
4. These approximate wheel diameters were then averaged together to get an 
average wheel diameter of 168mm.   
5. 168mm was multiplied by П and the wheel speed of 60 revs/sec in order to get a 
wheel speed of 31,651 mm/s. 
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Finally, sharpness was calculated by dividing the Volumetric Stock Removal rate by 
the (Normal Force * Wheel Speed).  The results of the sharpness calculations will be 
shown in the results section. 
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3. Results  
3.1 Grinding Wheel Sharpness and Dwell Revolutions 
 The results of the sharpness calculations and the calculations of the parameters 
used to calculate sharpness are shown in Table 3. 
File 3200 Mov. Avg. Force 85% Volumetric Stock Removal Rate Sharpness Sharpness*E+6
Grind_25ums_0dwell 17.7071 2.41935 4.3146E-06 4.31
Grind_25ums_30dwell 28.6601 2.41935 2.6657E-06 2.67
Grind_25ums_60dwell 26.7638 2.41935 2.85457E-06 2.85
Grind_25ums_120dwell 76.7122 2.41935 9.95919E-07 1.00
Grind_25ums_300dwell 52.209 2.41935 1.46333E-06 1.46
Grind_134ums_0dwell 16.7247 2.41935 4.56804E-06 4.57
Grind_134ums_30dwell 13.178 2.41935 5.79747E-06 5.80
Grind_134ums_60dwell 16.0679 2.41935 4.75477E-06 4.75
Grind_134ums_120dwell 27.1707 2.41935 2.81182E-06 2.81
Grind_134ums_300dwell 31.7648 2.41935 2.40515E-06 2.41
 
Table 3: Parameters used to calculate sharpness as well as sharpness calculations 
 
The first column shows the data in which the calculations were made from.  
Grind_25ums_0dwell for example indicates a grind that was made with a wheel dressed 
at 25µm/s with an input dwell of 0 revolutions.  Sharpness is calculated using the normal 
force data from column 2 and the volumetric stock removal rate calculation in column 3.  
Higher sharpness values mean sharper wheels.  The last column shows sharpness 
multiplied by 106.  Because the sharpness came out to such a small number (on the 
magnitude of 10-6), this made the numbers easier to work with.  For the remainder of this 
report the values in the last column of Table 3 will be used as the measure of sharpness. 
Figure 6 is an extension of Table 3 and shows a linear regression of sharpness vs. 
dwell revolutions for both feed rates. 
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Figure 6: plot of sharpness regressed with dwell revolutions for both feed rates 
 
R2 values are also displayed next to each regression line.  The 134 µm/s feed rate 
shows an R2 value of 0.682 and the 25 µm/s shows an R2 value of 0.5047. 
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3.2 Regression of Wear Flats with Sharpness and Dwell 
Revolutions 
 
 Table 4 shows the calculated percentage of apparent wear flat area for each dress 
and grind test. 
File Pixel Total For Individual Wheels Apparent Wear Flat Area/Total Area(%)
Dress 25 um/s 0 dwell 4777 0.414670139
Dress 25 um/s 30 dwell 6546 0.568229167
Dress 25 um/s 60 dwell 19646 1.705381944
Dress 25 um/s 120 dwell 21714 1.884895833
Dress 25 um/s 300 dwell 16238 1.409548611
Dress 134 um/s 0 dwell 2218 0.192534722
Dress 134 um/s 30 dwell 18432 1.6
Dress 134 um/s 60 dwell 12908 1.120486111
Dress 134 um/s 120 dwell 24048 2.0875
Dress 134 um/s 300 dwell 10523 0.913454861
Grind 25 um/s 0 dwell 14655 1.272135417
Grind 25 um/s 30 dwell 15433 1.339670139
Grind 25 um/s 60 dwell 18313 1.589670139
Grind 25 um/s 120 dwell 13356 1.159375
Grind 25 um/s 300 dwell 24656 2.140277778
Grind 134 um/s 0 dwell 5140 0.446180556
Grind 134 um/s 30 dwell 18189 1.57890625
Grind 134 um/s 60 dwell 21529 1.868836806
Grind 134 um/s 120 dwell 10658 0.925173611
Grind 134 um/s 300 dwell 4212 0.365625
Table 4: calculated % of apparent wear flat area for each dress and grind test 
 
The total number of pixels (Column 2) is divided by the total area of the cropped 
image (1024 x 1125) to get the % of area represented by apparent wear flats. 
 Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the regression of the % of apparent wear flats with 
dwell revolutions and with sharpness for both dressing and grinding.  It can be seen from 
the R2 values that there does not appear to be any high correlations between sharpness 
and the % of apparent wear flats and likewise for dwell revolutions.  Also it can be seen 
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that the slope of the regression lines are not consistant.  In some cases they are downward 
sloping and in some cases they slope upwards. 
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Figure 7: % Wear Flat vs. Sharpness for Dressing Data 
 
 
Figure 8: % Wear Flat vs. Sharpness for Grinding Data 
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Figure 9: % Wear Flat vs. Dwell Revolutions for Dressing Data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10:  % Wear Flat vs. Dwell Revolutions for Grinding Data 
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.3 Results and Analysis of Grinding Wheel Surface Textures 
 
 Typical measured textures taken from the grinding wheel are shown as height 
maps in Figure 11.  These images represent textures that have been leveled, inverted, and 
have gone through a slope filter of 800.  The textures show heights with the warmer 
 
 
Figure 11: Height maps of textures that have been leveled, inverted and slope filtered at 800
 
All of the height maps were analyzed using Area-Scale and Volume-filling 
analysis.  Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 show the Area-Scale and Volume-filling results for 
the averaged Area-Scale and Volume-filling data for each dress test at both feed rates.   
 
colors representing higher points and cooler colors representing lower points. 
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Figure 12: Averaged Area-Scale plot for dresses at 134 µm/s feed rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Averaged Area-Scale plot for dresses at 25 µm/s feed rate 
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Figure 14: Averaged Volume-Filling plot for dresses at 134 µm/s feed rate 
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igure 15: Averaged Volume-Filling plot for dresses at 25 µm/s feed rate
 It can be seen from the above plots that it appears that at mo
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action of volume filled as well as relative areas are almost the same.  Furthermore, 
ecause the values are so close at almost all scales, it is implied that these surfaces can 
ot be differentiated using relative areas and fraction of volume filled.   This will be 
xamined further in differentiating the surfaces using scale based F-Tests. 
The results of the averaged Area-Scale and Volume-filling data were regressed 
ith both sharpness and dwell revolutions.  R2 values were plotted against scale in order 
 see at what scales sharpness and dwell revolutions correlated with relative areas and 
action of volume filled.  These results are shown in Figures 16 – 23. 
Figure 16: R2 vs. Scale for regression of dwell revolutions with relative area at 25 µm/s feed rate 
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Figure 17: R2 vs. Scale for regression of sharpness with relative area at 25 µm/s feed rate 
 
Figure 18: R2 vs. Scale for regression of dwell revolutions with fraction of volume filled at 25 µm/s 
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Figure 19: R  vs. Scale for regression of sharpness with fraction of volume filled at 25 µm/s 
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Figure 20: R2 vs. Scale for regression of dwell revolutions with relative area at 134 µm/s feed rate 
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Figure 21: R2 vs. Scale for regression of sharpness with relative area at 134 µm/s feed rate 
 
 
 
Figure 22: R2 vs. Scale for regression of dwell revolutions with fraction of volume filled at 
134 µm/s feed rate 
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Figure 23: R2 vs. Scale for regression of sharpness with fraction of volume filled at 
134 µm/s feed rate 
 
decreases.  Figure 17 appears to show some trend and Figure 18 shows a clear drop in R  
at scales greater than about 2*10   
Figures 24 and 25 show the F-Test plots for the differentiation of surfaces by feed 
te using relative areas and fraction of volume filled using a 90% confidence. The F-
 
It can be seen from the plots above that the R2 values for the 134 µm/s feed rate 
do not have R2 values above about 0.5 at any scales.  This would indicate relative areas 
and fraction of volume filled on surfaces dressed at 134 µm/s do not correlate well with 
sharpness or dwell revolutions at any scale.   
The 25 µm/s feed rate shows some scales of with high R2 values indicating a 
possible correlation at those scales.  Figures 17 and 19 show high R2 values at scales 
between 106 and 107 and figure 18 shows high R2 at a scale around 3*107.  It can also be 
noted that there doesn’t appear to many trends in the R2 values as scale increases or 
2
7
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T37 
ests for differentiation of surfaces dressed at different dwell times within the same feed 
rate can be viewed in Appendix B.  It can be seen from Figures 24 and 25 that relative 
areas and fraction of volume filled do not differentiate the surfaces well at most scales.  
Figure 24 shows no differentiation at any scale which is indicated by the absence of the 
confidence line. Figure 25 shows differentiation at some of the larger scales i.e. greater 
than 105 but for most scales it appears that the surfaces can not be differentiated. 
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Figure 24: F-Test differentiating surfaces at 25µm/s and 134µm/s feed rates with relative areas
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Figure 25: F-Test differentiating surfaces at 25µm/s and 134µm/s feed rates with fraction of volume filled 
 4. Discussion 
The regression of grinding wheel sharpness with the number of dwell 
revolutions indicates an inverse relationship between sharpness and dwell revolutions.  
As sharpness decreases, the number of dwell revolutions appears to increases.  
Because sharpness is a function of volumetric stock removal rate, normal force, and 
wheel speed, and because volumetric stock removal rate and wheel speed are constant 
in this work, it can be inferred that as the number of dwell revolutions increase, 
grinding forces also increase (which means sharpness decreases).  This is consistent 
with previous work that related dwell revolutions to maximum grinding forces 
[Malkin and Murray, 198].   
The regression of sharpness with dwell revolutions for both feed rates also 
show an increase in magnitude of sharpness for the maximum feed rate of 134 µm/s, 
but very little change in the slope of the curve.  This implies that feed rate influences 
sharpness magnitude but does not influence the change in sharpness with respect to 
dwell revolutions. 
It can also be seen from the sharpness vs. dwell revolutions regression plot 
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that the linear regression correlation coefficients are rather low for the correlation 
between sharpness and dwell revolutions.  This could be because there are only five 
data points for each feed rate and the true relationship can not be seen until more data 
points are given.  This low correlation could also be because the relationship between 
dwell revolutions and sharpness is not a linear one.  Further work could be done to 
examine more data points and investigate other types of regression of sharpness with 
dwell revolutions. 
The regression of % of apparent wear flats with dwell revolutions and 
 good or consistent correlations for either feed rate.  This is seen 
in the graphs by low R  values as well as an inconsistency in direction that the 
[Hahn and Lindsay, 1967] which showed more reflective apparent wear flats in dull 
the apparent wear flat boundary within the image was left up to the discretion of the 
boundary.  The threshold value was a function of the pixel intensities within the 
h apparent wear flats are 
chosen, and the size of their boundaries, diffe
Also, the scale at which the pictures were taken is subjective.  The author chose a 
that zoomed into the wheel may have provided better identification of apparent wear 
ting may have caused the wheel to reflect 
differently during different tests.  The possi
the variables influencing the results of the current method. 
sharpness shows no
2
regression lines slope.  These results are inconsistent with the work done by Hahn 
wheels than in sharp wheels.  The reason for this inconsistency could be a result of 
the selection of different variables in the method used in this work.  The selection of 
author which may not be an adequate way of selecting the apparent wear flat 
chosen apparent wear flat boundary, so depending on whic
rent threshold values may be obtained.  
scale that captured the entire width of the grinding wheel; however a smaller scale 
flats.  Finally, small variations in ligh
ble variations of these variables indicate 
that there could exist a correlation using this method if the variables were changed.  
Further work could be done to examine how to correctly define and select values of 
Regression of relative areas and fraction of volume filled at various scales 
showed low correlation at the 134 µm/s feed rate.  It appears that some correlations 
could exist at the 25 µm/s feed rate.  The high R2 values in Figures 17, 18 and 19 
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indicate ither 
e 18 
s 
 The 
 as 
  
 
ds to some debate as to 
the val  
 high correlations between relative areas/fraction of volume filled and e
sharpness or dwell revolutions respectively at those scales.  However, there does not 
appear to be any consistant trends between R2 and scale for these figures.  Figur
shows a drop off in R2 at scales larger than 107, but there doesn’t appear to be any 
trend in R2 vs Scale at scales smaller than 107.  Figure 17 shows somewhat of an 
increase of R2 values as scales increase from 105-106 and then a decrease in R2 value
for scales greater than 106.  So there does appear some trend in R2 vs. scale in Figure 
17.  Figure 19 shows high R2 values from scales between 106 and 107 however there 
is almost no trend in R2 values vs. Scale at scales less 106 or greater than 107. 
lack of trends of R2 to scale leads to some speculation about the high correlation 
coefficients just discussed.  A trend in the relationship of R2 values to scale would 
indicate that the relative areas/fraction of volume filled and their correlation to 
sharpness or dwell time are a function of scale.  The lack of trend leaves questions
to whether or not the scales with high R2 values area actually scales of high 
correlation or if there is some other reason that these scales yield high R2 values. 
There was also found to be some problems with the experimental Sfrax 
software that was being used to calculate relative areas and fraction of volume filled.
The problem was that Sfrax was not using the same or similar increments in scale for 
relative area and fraction of volume filled.  This means that relative area and fraction
of volume filled are calculated for different scales.  This lea
idity of the calculations from the current version of Sfrax.  Overall, once the
problem in Sfrax is corrected, the relative areas and fraction of volume filled should 
be recalculated and regressed with sharpness and dwell time to see if the data 
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changes.  If the high R2 seen in this work is repeatable then more work should be 
done to examine the reasons for the high correlations. 
The scale based F-Tests also showed little success in differentiating any of the
surfaces.  Almost all of the F-Tests using Area-Scale analysis to differentiate the 
surfaces showed that they were not differentiable at for a confidence level of 90%
The few F-Tests that showed any differentiability used Volume-filling as the 
parameter to differentiate with.  These tests however did not appear to have any trend 
in the dwell times that were differentiable.  This makes it reasonable to assume that 
any differentiability could be a result of anomalies in the replica rather than 
differences in surfaces created using different dwell revolutions or different feed 
rates.  
1. There appears to be a trend between the number of dwell revolutions
diamond roll plunge dressing cycle and grinding wheel sharpness at both f
 
.  
5. Conclusions 
 in the 
eed 
 
 
nalyze 
rates. 
2. Feed rate appears to influence the magnitude of the sharpness vs. dwell 
revolutions curve but not the rate of change of sharpness with respect to dwell 
revolutions. 
3. Correlations could possibly exist between scale and relative areas/fraction of 
volume filled for some scales, but problems with the software used to a
43 
the data and lack of trends in R2 vs. Scale make the results skeptical and 
subject to further review. 
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Appendix A
Calculations of How Much to Crop Off of Images 
 
File Name Max From Left   
Max From 
Right 
D_25_0_Loc1 27  0 
D_25_0_Loc2 28  0 
D_25_0_Loc3 25  0 
D_25_0_Loc4 21  0 
D_25_0_Loc5 19  0 
D_25_0_Loc6 25  0 
D_25_0_Loc7 25  0 
D_25_0_Loc8 29  0 
        
D_25_30_Loc1 29  0 
D_25_30_Loc2 32  0 
D_25_30_Loc3 31  0 
D_25_30_Loc4 31  0 
D_25_30_Loc5 29  0 
D_25_30_Loc6 29  0 
D_25_30_Loc7 28  0 
D_25_30_Loc8 31  0 
        
D_25_60_Loc1 40  0 
D_25_60_Loc2 45  0 
D_25_60_Loc3 47  0 
D_25_60_Loc4 41  0 
D_25_60_Loc5 35  0 
D_25_60_Loc6 36  0 
D_25_60_Loc7 40  0 
D_25_60_Loc8 44  0 
        
D_25_120_Loc1 32  34 
D_25_120_Loc2 ERROR  ERROR 
D_25_120_Loc3 33  30 
D_25_120_Loc4 34  32 
D_25_120_Loc5 29  29 
D_25_120_Loc6 28  32 
D_25_120_Loc7 ERROR  ERROR 
D_25_120_Loc8 ERROR  ERROR 
        
D_25_300_Loc1 41  30 
D_25_300_Loc2 39  27 
D_25_300_Loc3 ERROR  ERROR 
D_25_300_Loc4 ERROR  26 
D_25_300_Loc5 38  26 
D_25_300_Loc6 34  26 
D_25_300_Loc7 36  30 
D_25_300_Loc8 36  32 
        
D_134_0_Loc1 37  0 
D_134_0_Loc2 39  0 
D_134_0_Loc3 ERROR  0 
D_134_0_Loc4 35  0 
D_134_0_Loc5 33  0 
D_134_0_Loc6 33  0 
D_134_0_Loc7 34  0 
D_134_0_Loc8 32  0 
        
D_134_30_Loc1 27  0 
D_134_30_Loc2 ERROR  0 
D_134_30_Loc3 27  0 
D_134_30_Loc4 27  0 
D_134_30_Loc5 30  0 
D_134_30_Loc6 26  0 
D_134_30_Loc7 27  0 
D_134_30_Loc8 29  0 
        
D_134_60_Loc1 35  0 
D_134_60_Loc2 47  0 
D_134_60_Loc3 37  0 
D_134_60_Loc4 38  0 
D_134_60_Loc5 32  0 
D_134_60_Loc6 52  0 
D_134_60_Loc7 51  0 
D_134_60_Loc8 39  0 
        
D_134_120_Loc1 33  0 
D_134_120_Loc2 32  0 
D_134_120_Loc3 34  0 
D_134_120_Loc4 33  0 
D_134_120_Loc5 47  0 
D_134_120_Loc6 29  0 
D_134_120_Loc7 45  0 
D_134_120_Loc8 ERROR  0 
        
D_134_300_Loc1 29  0 
D_134_300_Loc2 35  0 
D_134_300_Loc3 33  0 
D_134_300_Loc4 33  0 
D_134_300_Loc5 29  0 
D_134_300_Loc6 30  0 
D_134_300_Loc7 30  0 
D_134_300_Loc8 34  0 
        
G_25_0_Loc1 30  0 
G_25_0_Loc2 31  0 
G_25_0_Loc3 ERROR  0 
G_25_0_Loc4 27  0 
G_25_0_Loc5 26  0 
G_25_0_Loc6 28  0 
G_25_0_Loc7 28  0 
G_25_0_Loc8 35  0 
        
G_25_30_Loc1 36  33 
G_25_30_Loc2 38  33 
G_25_30_Loc3 39  26 
G_25_30_Loc4 43  28 
G_25_30_Loc5 37  32 
G_25_30_Loc6 31  28 
G_25_30_Loc7 ERROR  ERROR 
G_25_30_Loc8 31  37 
        
G_25_60_Loc1 40  0 
G_25_60_Loc2 45  0 
G_25_60_Loc3 47  0 
G_25_60_Loc4 41  0 
G_25_60_Loc5 35  0 
G_25_60_Loc6 36  0 
G_25_60_Loc7 40  0 
G_25_60_Loc8 44  0 
        
G_25_120_Loc1 24  0 
G_25_120_Loc2 27  0 
G_25_120_Loc3 28  0 
G_25_120_Loc4 23  0 
G_25_120_Loc5 21  0 
G_25_120_Loc6 23  0 
G_25_120_Loc7 ERROR  0 
G_25_120_Loc8 27  0 
        
G_25_300_Loc1 27  0 
G_25_300_Loc2 ERROR  0 
G_25_300_Loc3 27  0 
G_25_300_Loc4 27  0 
G_25_300_Loc5 32  0 
G_25_300_Loc6 24  0 
G_25_300_Loc7 ERROR  0 
G_25_300_Loc8 25  0 
        
G_134_0_Loc1 33  0 
G_134_0_Loc2 33  0 
G_134_0_Loc3 32  0 
G_134_0_Loc4 30  0 
G_134_0_Loc5 27  0 
G_134_0_Loc6 32  0 
G_134_0_Loc7 ERROR  0 
G_134_0_Loc8 32  0 
        
G_134_30_Loc1 28  0 
G_134_30_Loc2 ERROR  0 
G_134_30_Loc3 27  0 
 G_134_30_Loc4 25  0 
G_134_30_Loc5 32  0 
G_134_30_Loc6 32  0 
G_134_30_Loc7 24  0 
G_134_30_Loc8 29  0 
        
G_134_60_Loc1 37  0 
G_134_60_Loc2 46  0 
G_134_60_Loc3 39  0 
G_134_60_Loc4 37  0 
G_134_60_Loc5 35  0 
G_134_60_Loc6 35  0 
G_134_60_Loc7 38  0 
G_134_60_Loc8 38  0 
        
G_134_120_Loc1 29  0 
G_134_120_Loc2 45  0 
G_134_120_Loc3 31  0 
G_134_120_Loc4 40  0 
G_134_120_Loc5 40  0 
G_134_120_Loc6 26  0 
G_134_120_Loc7 27  0 
G_134_120_Loc8 ERROR  ERROR 
        
G_134_300_Loc1 29  0 
G_134_300_Loc2 31  0 
G_134_300_Loc3 33  0 
G_134_300_Loc4 30  0 
G_134_300_Loc5 27  0 
G_134_300_Loc6 26  0 
G_134_300_Loc7 29  0 
G_134_300_Loc8 27  0 
        
MAX LEFT =  52   
MAX LEFT*1.5 FS 
= 78   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Calculation of Mean Intensity for Wear Flats  
 
 
 
File Pixel Location of Diagonal Corners of Square Mean Intensity Value 
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc1 [292,786],[302,796] 236.5372
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc2 [340,999],[344,1006] 224.625
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc3 [947,558],[956,566] 214.5222
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc4 [263,723],[281,739] 214.3684
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc5 [264,254],[281,263] 213.5833
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc6 [342,737],[352,750] 234.6558
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc7 [597,243],[605,250] 244.2639
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc8 [609,392],[616,398] 234.7857
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc1 [992,802],[1000,814] 237.4786
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc2 [1075,230],[1090,243] 187.7813
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc3 [293,741],[305,751] 226.028
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc4 [723,347],[730,359] 231.9231
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc5 [448,667],[457,673] 234.1286
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc6 [717,722],[724,732] 232.4545
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc7 [525,503],[538,517] 234.3381
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc8 [576,643],[584,658] 231.3681
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc1 [113,672],[123,680] 234.303
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc2 [729,368],[742,383] 219.1563
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc3 [678,631][686,636] 238.7593
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc4 [390,73],[394,76] 225.55
 Mean Intensity for all images = 227.53052 
 
 
Calculations for getting % Apparent Wear Flats 
 
File Num Pixels Pixel Total For Individual Wheels % Apparent Wear Flats(%) 
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc1 511   
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc2 483   
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc3 631   
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc4 757 4777 0.414670139
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc5 539   
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc6 789   
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc7 645   
D_25ums_0dwell_Loc8 422   
        
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc1 874   
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc2 880   
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc3 593   
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc4 690 6546 0.568229167
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc5 552   
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc6 836   
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc7 1009   
D_25ums_30dwell_Loc8 1112   
        
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc1 2306   
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc2 2303   
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc3 2616   
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc4 2404   
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc5 2843 19646 1.705381944
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc6 2960   
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc7 2104   
D_25ums_60dwell_Loc8 2110   
        
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc1 2814   
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc2 2389   
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc3 3091   
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc4 2850 21714 1.884895833
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc5 2577   
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc6 2663   
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc7 2910   
D_25ums_120dwell_Loc8 2420   
        
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc1 1695   
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc2 2003   
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc3 2119   
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc4 2271 16238 1.409548611
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc5 2251   
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc6 2147   
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc7 2028   
D_25ums_300dwell_Loc8 1724   
        
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc1 1298   
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc2 2135   
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc3 1947   
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc4 2015 14655 1.272135417
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc5 1802   
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc6 1770   
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc7 2157   
G_25ums_0dwell_Loc8 1531   
        
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc1 2357   
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc2 1341   
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc3 1608   
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc4 1655 15433 1.339670139
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc5 2079   
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc6 2027   
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc7 1964   
G_25ums_30dwell_Loc8 2402   
        
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc1 2856   
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc2 1938   
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc3 2832   
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc4 1999 18313 1.589670139
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc5 3042   
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc6 1583   
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc7 2171   
G_25ums_60dwell_Loc8 1892   
        
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc1 1751   
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc2 1111   
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc3 1805   
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc4 2075 13356 1.159375
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc5 1664   
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc6 1551   
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc7 1842   
G_25ums_120dwell_Loc8 1557   
        
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc1 2212   
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc2 3021   
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc3 3567   
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc4 2865 24656 2.140277778
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc5 4015   
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc6 3642   
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc7 2985   
G_25ums_300dwell_Loc8 2349   
        
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc1 326   
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc2 327   
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc3 422   
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc4 119 2218 0.192534722
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc5 179   
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc6 313   
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc7 260   
D_134ums_0dwell_Loc8 272   
        
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc1 2420   
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc2 2456   
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc3 1807   
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc4 1614 18432 1.6
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc5 2347   
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc6 2679   
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc7 2489   
D_134ums_30dwell_Loc8 2620   
        
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc1 1649   
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc2 2076   
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc3 1585   
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc4 1213 12908 1.120486111
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc5 1593   
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc6 1458   
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc7 1626   
D_134ums_60dwell_Loc8 1708   
        
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc1 3671   
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc2 3219   
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc3 2805   
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc4 2371 24048 2.0875
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc5 2949   
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc6 2978   
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc7 2817   
D_134ums_120dwell_Loc8 3238   
        
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc1 1008   
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc2 1669   
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc3 1690   
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc4 1006 10523 0.913454861
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc5 1083   
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc6 1067   
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc7 1815   
D_134ums_300dwell_Loc8 1185   
        
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc1 822   
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc2 661   
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc3 630   
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc4 463 5140 0.446180556
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc5 707   
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc6 565   
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc7 784   
G_134ums_0dwell_Loc8 508   
        
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc1 2106   
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc2 1677   
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc3 2470   
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc4 2188 18189 1.57890625
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc5 2821   
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc6 2112   
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc7 2258   
G_134ums_30dwell_Loc8 2557   
        
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc1 2886   
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc2 2772   
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc3 3437   
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc4 2176 21529 1.868836806
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc5 3098   
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc6 2113   
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc7 2951   
G_134ums_60dwell_Loc8 2096   
        
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc1 1623   
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc2 1574   
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc3 1404   
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc4 1054 10658 0.925173611
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc5 1175   
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc6 1234   
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc7 1035   
G_134ums_120dwell_Loc8 1559   
        
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc1 601   
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc2 348   
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc3 835   
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc4 401 4212 0.365625
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc5 595   
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc6 451   
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc7 647   
G_134ums_300dwell_Loc8 334   
        
 
Varied Moving Average Size and Percentage of Max Force and 
It’s Influence on Normal Grinding Force 
 
 
Test 
Window 
Size 85% 80% 75% 70% 65% 
StDev Between 
% 
25 Dwell 30 3200 28.6601 27.6921 26.7722 26.2386 25.5522 1.22078293
 1000 29.164 28.4195 27.2516 26.5823 25.7058 1.388255208
 2000 28.9787 28.1756 27.0253 26.4737 25.7623 1.294800897
 500 29.0911 27.6847 26.9789 26.4588 25.23 1.434260916
StDev - 
WindowSize   0.222386006 0.365529163 0.196710193 0.144094286 0.238828563   
25 Dwell 120 3200 76.7122 75.0744 73.563 72.3263 71.1927 2.1867513
 1000 77.5319 75.7381 74.4182 72.9749 72.013 2.19299437
 2000 77.2921 75.6517 74.1867 72.9485 71.8867 2.144748589
 500 77.6622 75.7519 74.5023 73.1592 72.2235 2.145882829
StDev - 
WindowSize   0.420530245 0.322809886 0.424550904 0.362927352 0.446353084   
134 Dwell 300 3200 31.7648 31.4361 30.9144 30.2785 29.6058 0.872729263
 1000 32.3959 32.183 31.7338 30.8358 30.1635 0.941290781
 2000 32.1365 31.8335 31.384 30.6044 29.9824 0.887242736
 500 32.4975 32.0908 31.8841 30.9356 30.0951 0.97260901
StDev - 
WindowSize   0.326755427 0.334324299 0.430823702 0.29180101 0.248738216  
 
 
Appendix B: F-Tests Between 
Feed Rates
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Dwell Revs
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134 um/s Feed Rate Between 
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Appendix C: Grinding Wheel 
Images with Image showing % 
Apparent Wear Flat Area
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 1
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 2
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 3
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 4
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 5
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 6
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 7
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0 Dwell - Location 8
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 1
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 2
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 3
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 4
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 5
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 6
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 7
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30 Dwell - Location 8
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 1
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 2
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 3
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 4
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 5
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 6
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 7
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60 Dwell - Location 8
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 1
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 2
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 3
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 4
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 5
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 6
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 7
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120 Dwell - Location 8
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 1
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 2
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 3
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 4
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 5
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 6
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 7
Dress 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 8
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 1
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 2
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 3
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 4
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 5
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 6
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 7
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 8
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 30Dwell - Location 1
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 2
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 3
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 4
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 5
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 6
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 7
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 0Dwell - Location 8
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 1
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 2
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 3
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 4
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 5
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 6
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 7
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 60Dwell - Location 8
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 1
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 2
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 3
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 4
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 5
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 6
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 7
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 120Dwell - Location 8
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 1
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 2
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 3
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 4
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 5
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 6
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 7
Grind 25 µm/s Feed Rate – 300Dwell - Location 8
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 1
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 2
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 3
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 4
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 5
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 6
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 7
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 8
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 1
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 2
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 3
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 4
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 5
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 6
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 7
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 8
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 1
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 2
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 3
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 4
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 5
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 6
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 7
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 8
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 1
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 2
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 3
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 4
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 5
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 6
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 7
Dress134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 8
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 1
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 2
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 3
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 4
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 5
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 6
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 7
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –0Dwell - Location 8
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 1
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 2
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 3
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 4
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 5
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 6
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 7
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –30Dwell - Location 8
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 1
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 2
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 3
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 4
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 5
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 6
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 7
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –60Dwell - Location 8
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 1
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 2
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 3
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 4
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 5
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 6
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 7
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –120Dwell - Location 8
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 1
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 2
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 3
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 4
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 5
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 6
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 7
Grind134 µm/s Feed Rate –300Dwell - Location 8
Appendix D: Grinding and 
Dressing Forces and Position
Dress Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 0 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 30 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 60 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 120 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 300 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 0 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 30 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 60 Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 120 
Dwell
Dress Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 300 
Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 0 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 35 µm/s Feed Rate, 30 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 60 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 120 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 25 µm/s Feed Rate, 300 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 0 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 30 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 60 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 120 Dwell
Grind Force & Pos 134 µm/s Feed Rate, 300 Dwell
